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Topical Importance. Movement of people in space is vital biological function of an organism and is carried out thanks to presence at people of the musculoskeletal device. The public environment predetermines need of movement of people for space as function of their social behavior, stimulates progressive expansion of available territories and speed of movement. Relevance of this work is defined that modern tourists give preference to passenger traffic within the country more and more today.

Targets of work: to define the priority directions of improvement of work of travel agencies / tour operators with the transport companies carriers.

Tasks:
1) To give definition to the concept "passenger traffic", and also to analyse history of development of automobile passenger traffic in Russia.
2) To track and analyse history of development of air and rail passenger traffic.
3) To consider classification of passenger traffic.
4) To analyse the market of passenger traffic in Russia and behind a boundary.
5) To carry out the forecast and to define the prospects of development of charter transportations in the Russian tourist business in the conditions of modernization of passenger traffic.
6) To define ways of improvement of quality of service of air passengers.
7) To consider the English and Russian terminology of railway transport in system of ratios of the concepts "language personality" and "branch terminology" of historical and etymological aspect.
8) To reveal modes of formation of railway terminology.
9) To consider loans as a mode of formation of terms of railway transport.

Theoretical value and practical applicability. The theoretical importance is characterized by the fact that at a certain deficiency of highly specialized literature this work can be used for the purpose of improvement of the organization of tour operator and tourist's agency activity, and also in a possibility of use of basic provisions and conclusions of work for expansion of ideas of the place and a role of passenger traffic in Russia and abroad. The practical value of a research is that the presented materials and conclusions can be used in improvement of the organization of passenger traffic of Russia and improvement of quality of service of air passengers.

Results. Are analysed development of passenger traffic of Russia; the forecast is carried out and the prospects of development of charter transportations in the Russian tourist business in the conditions of modernization of passenger traffic, and also a way of improvement of quality of service of air passengers are defined.

Implementation advice. Materials and results of this research can be used when reading courses and special courses on technology and the organization of tourist's agancy activity, technology and the organization of tour operator activity, when writing student's scientific works on similar subject.